Central Tucson Campus: In-Person: Multiple Sessions

- **Academic Civil War–The Importance of College Professors** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 10
- **Amazing Astronomy (Without Any Math!)** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 65
- **Beginning Knitting** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Building Positive Relationships** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 55
- **Films of the 20th Century Discussion** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 65
- **Futures and Options** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Hablando** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 20
- **Happy Families by Carlos Fuentes** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 45
- **Headline** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 55
- **Investing for Women** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Investing in Retirement** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Mastering Snapseed – Digital Photo Editing on Your Device** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 45
- **Mount Vesuvius and the Towns It Buried: Pompeii, Herculaneum and Stabiae** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
- **News and Views** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 20
- **The Naked Neanderthal (In-Person)** - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 65
- **Vice Presidents of the United States** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 30
- **Wacky Hollywood** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 60

Central Tucson Campus: In-Person: Single Session

- **Annuities** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 30
- **CASA of Pima County – Court Appointed Special Advocate Program (In-Person)** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 50
- **Creatures in My (Extended) Back Yard** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 65
- **Music Arrangements Explained — From Composition to Performance to Recording** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 75
- **Musical Individualists: Billie, Django, Nina, Monk, Leon, Scott, Leonard** - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 75
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Online Classes: Multiple Sessions

_____ Abortion: Historical, Moral, and Legal! - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 30
_____ AI Update May ‘24 - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
_____ Banned Books Club - Fridays - Class Seats: 30
_____ Chen Village Tai Chi - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
_____ Climate Change’s Big Picture, One Strategy for Solution: Personal Action! - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 70
_____ Danger, Suspense and Deception: The Best of Alfred Hitchcock - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
_____ Dream Group Class - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
_____ Flight Behavior: A Barbara Kingsolver Novel, an Example of Eco Fiction - Thursdays - Class Seats: 45
_____ Gentle Energizing Movement, Relaxation, and Meditation - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
_____ Humor: A Healing Tool - Thursdays - Class Seats: 45
_____ Inspired Retired! - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 70
_____ Lifestyle Habits of Superagers - Thursdays - Class Seats: 30
_____ News and Views with Sherry and Doug - Fridays - Class Seats: 300
_____ Our Evolving Understanding of the Cosmos and Our Place in It - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
_____ Reading and Discussing The New Yorker - Thursdays - Class Seats: 45
_____ The Naked Neanderthal (Online) - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300

Online Classes: Single Session

_____ A World War II Story Through Sketches - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 70
_____ Becoming a Mind-Mapper - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 70
_____ CASA of Pima County - Court Appointed Special Advocate Program (Online) - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
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Online Shared Classes:

_____ African Art: Some Topics - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
_____ Aviation History: American Airpower Ascendant 1944: Part 2 - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
_____ Hail to the Celts - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
_____ History of New England in the Colonial Era - Thursdays - Class Seats: 300
_____ Pillaging Europe: Nazi Art Theft in World War II - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
_____ Taking and Editing Photos on Your iPhone - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
_____ The Future of Health, Medicine and Biotechnology: Part 3 - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 300
_____ The Space Telescopes that Have Changed Our Understanding of the Universe - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 300
_____ A Journey Along the Silk Road - Mondays - Class Seats: 300

Field Trips:

_____ A Tour of Tucson Cactus and Koi - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 10
_____ Birding Field Trip: Madera Canyon in Green Valley, AZ - Thursdays - Class Seats: 20
_____ Field Trip to El Super Market - Fridays - Class Seats: 10
_____ Field Trip: Mansions on Main Street Tucson - Fridays - Class Seats: 20
_____ Monsoon Chocolate Mid-Morning Gathering - Tuesdays - Class Seats: 16
_____ On Stage: Metropolitan Opera Encore Streaming of Madama Butterfly - Wednesdays - Class Seats: 20